
MCFSC TAG Meeting
December 2,2020 10:00-11:00 online 

1. Sue Zanetell- McNab Ranch FSC 
2. Dave Barre – Black Bart Trail FSC  
3. Deena Zarlin – Comptche FSC
4. Eric Hart- Williams Ranch Rd FSC
5. Francois Christen – AV FSC
6. John Rogers- Western Hill FSC
7. John B. 
8. Lauren Robertson – Pine Mountain FSC  
9. John Anderson- MRC
10. Emily- Assembly Member Woods Office
11. Eric Haggerty- PG&E
12. Patrica Austin -  Cal-Fire MEU PIO

MCFSC Update:  Completing two PG&E  grants. DSAFIE program was able to serve 48 homes. We 
also provided 58 Community Chipper days on a $75,000 budget.  100% of the funds  went to the 
project since we were able to absorb all administrative cost ourselves. The Hopland Band of Pomo 
Indians has been getting trained to do defensible  space clearing, pruning, and operate the chipper.
Our next goal is to find funding to get that crew out to do some work, it will be a great partnership.
We have a tiny bit of funding from the Community foundation to use the Tribe to do some work for
the McNab FSC next Friday.  Our Home-Hardening videos series is now on our website. The Mendo
Voice will have them on their website.  The series breaks down things to do, by priority in a short 
video and also a long form that explain more in detail for home hardening.  We need to have over 
600 view on the videos in December please get your FSC members to watch some.   Our radio 
program is still going 2nd and 4th Tuesday at 9:00 with KZYX. Next week we will be doing and 
interview with Mike Jones from the UC and Norm Brown from the Mendocino Prescribed Burn 
Association.  Down the road we will be interview NFSCs to talk about what NFSC do.  Would 
anyone like to be on the radio?  We are also working with County on an Abatement Ordinance. It is
scheduled to get its first reading by the Board of Supervisors on December 15th. It is going to build 
a process for the county to manage abatement with procedures and penalties. If adopted it will get
turned over to the Chief building inspector to starta working group to develop the actual process.   
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Agency Updates:

Eric Haggerty- PG&E (Vegetation Management) :  PG&E is in the final processing of its 2021 
vegetation management plans.  It is waiting for approval by the governance  board.  Eric will be 
able to have someone at PG&E translate the work zones into areas that are easier for the public to 
understand and will when share the plan with the MCFSC to se can help make people aware 
generally when PG&E will be working it their area.  People can relay specific requests, e.g., desire 
for trees near lines to be removed, when PG&E will be in that area.  PG&E has also mapped out its 
Enhances Vegetation Management Plan and will be targeting areas like Willits (east side of 
Brooktrails) East side of Pine Mountain, Philo by Boonville and an area in Ukiah.  They also have 
funding  internally for Fuel Reduction work clearing underneath the lines. In-grass and E grass 
clearing fire breaks. They would like input funneled through the MCFSC about ingress/egress 
roads near power lines that should be prioritized.   Would like to have all information on project 
areas by January by next meeting. Google earth screen shot with pins on it would be a great way to
get the information over to him. 

John- MRC: they have been involved and accomplished numerous Fuel Reduction projects. Also 
have completed a fire risk analyst for their property. Its shows on a map where the High hazard 
areas in low, medium, high fire risk.  They are purchasing a masticator in January to use in 
conjunction with the MCFSC Nash Ridge fuel break.  MRC has a John has 2-3 page document with 
proposed solutions that they will share with they will share with the MCFSC and with Wood’s 
office. ( Email to Scott and Emily).

Tricia - Cal-Fire:  Tricia was experiencing trouble with her outgoing audio and emailed in the 
following report: 

CAL FIRE MEU is still completing tasks related to the August Complex- documentation, 
finance and other.

Vegetation Management

A CAL FIRE vegetation management prescribed burn was completed in Yorkville of 120 
acres. 

CAL FIRE MEU is working to perform more vegetation management prescribed burning 
in the county.

CAL FIRE is assisting other agencies/associations with their vegetation management 
projects as staff and equipment are available. 

Prevention

The CAL FIRE MEU Fire Prevention Bureau is working to place Vehicle Safety and Safe 
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Equipment Use posters at hardware stores utilizing CAL FIRE Volunteers In Prevention 
(fire activity and COVID-19 restrictions have limited activities). Contacts have been 
made, permissions granted and documented--posting of posters has begun. 

Roadside signage project: (signs along the highways with prevention messaging is 
placed throughout Mendocino County) is being designed and ordered to address 
Mendocino Units 3 most common wildland fire causes: 1-roadside/vehicle starts, 2- 
equipment use starts and 3-escape burn pile starts. The new signs will be in place for 
Spring 2021. 

Prevention education printed documents: each fall CAL FIRE units have an opportunity 
to order paper printed educational materials through CAL FIRE region—printed 
materials are available to you, as supplies allow. We are encouraging electronic 
distribution of educational materials instead of the person to person contact with 
printed materials due to the COVID-19 virus situation. 

Here is the link to access PDFs for educational materials 
https://www.fire.ca.gov/programs/communications/

Fires-Public Information

I am looking for people that are interested in becoming call takers for the CAL FIRE 
Public Information Line during fires. Please email or call me if you have an interest and 
we can discuss the process and training required. 

Emily- Assembly Member Wood’s Office: Wildfire legislation is in progress and they will be 
looking for public comment. When it comes she will be sure to email it out.  
John Anderson- Q: Assembly member going to offer a bill on Wildfire?
Emily- A: Likely, the way everything is going with Covid-19 they are generally looking at larger 
bills with more legislators on them. 

Questions & Answers: 
John Rodger- Q: ( For Eric ) Will potential projects be in city limits or work directly with PG&E?
Eric Haggerty- A: They would on PG&E own lines, if an Enhanced Vegetation management project
in the city they would then go through the city for permitting. Fuel Reduction project would help 
residence drive interest to get the work done in areas for wild fire safety. 
John R- Q: Do we send these potential projects to you?
Eric Haggerty- A: Scott can combined everything in a single email will be the best. 

John B- Q: Over the past years they have been trimming the trees with lines and wonder if they 
can just remove the trees?
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Eric Haggerty- A: Eric is open to looking at requests for removal when work is being done in the 
area.  There is some room in the budget for removals.  They could look at it to a region specific for 
unit reduction but still have to manage the lines.

Scott: Will like to work with Eric on a schedule to get it out to the community/ general public. 
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